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It is a good thing for us that you have taken such .a
course. You are doing for us what Scott and Miss Edge-
worth are doing for their homes. Living so near to the
times you are describing, being acquainted with people
who were actors in them and eye witnesses, and being able
from what remains of those days to judge what was their
character, your works impress us with all the sincerity of
matter of fact; and the creative powers of the mind seem
to present us only actual truths brightened or softened
by the atmosphere that surrounds them. You have a
double hold on posterity; for curiosity will act stronger
and stronger upon them as time goes forward. How pleas-
ing must it be to you, when not able even to conjecture
what In a little while will take the places of all you are
now looking on, or what will then be doing where you
now stand, to reflect that your descriptions of these pass-
ing things will remain the same, and your characters still
live and a'ct,—to see even thro' earthly things how im-
mortal is the mind! When "Old Mortality" will not be
able to read the gravestone over you, the thoughts and
sensations of the soul, which you have sent out into the
world will still be keeping on their bright, mysterious
course thro3 crowds of living, busy men. To love fame for
this takes away vanity from our love, and makes it sacred.
What a full and true description you have given of a
newly settled village in a new country. Such a motley
company huddled together, yet all distinctly marked and
individual, and every one as busy as can be, as always is
the case in such a place. (Honest Major Hartmann in his
sky blue coat is but a visitor and remarker, and of course,
not as busy as the rest, always excepting his share in
Mistress Hollister's good cheer.) There is your bustling,
vain Jack-at-all-trades, Richard, Ben, Aggy, and Brown

